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Where are our alumni? On YouTube!
The BRET Office of Career Development has created a resource to help trainees see the many paths of a scientist. The YouTube series, "Beyond the Lab," has almost 40 interviews with BRET alumni. >See the full listing of interviews.

Engage.

Help us locate your friends!
We are in hot pursuit of email addresses.

ENGAGE. Due to a number of factors, the BRET Office does not have the correct email for a small percentage of BRET Alumni. Many we have tested and have received bounce-backs, many have expired due to institutional changes, and many have faculty mentors who are no longer with Vanderbilt. Will you help us locate these alumni? Check the list of missing emails here.
Cell & Developmental Biology Spearheads Nikon Center of Excellence

During Reunion festivities this June 1-2, you will have the chance to visit Vanderbilt’s Cell Imaging Shared Resource (CISR) which recently opened a Nikon Center of Excellence (NCoE). This Center brings state-of-the-art microscopy for live cell imaging to the Vanderbilt campus (check out the VU Reporter article). The partnership between Nikon Instruments and Vanderbilt provides researchers across the University and Medical Center access to Nikon’s most advanced cell imaging platforms. Read more.
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Join us for the

BRET 25th Reunion

June 1-2, 2017

• All-Department Party Thursday Evening
• Tour facilities, cores, and departments
• Updates on the latest news and discoveries
• See old friends! Meet current trainees!

Then and Now: Shopping
Check out a few locations around Nashville that have changed, and those that have remained the same. >">Read more.
It is the year of the Reunion! Plan today.

The Vanderbilt University School of Medicine Biomedical Research Education and Training (BRET) office will be hosting its inaugural reunion event marking the 25th Anniversary of the Interdisciplinary Graduate Program (IGP) on June 1-2, 2017. Read more about the Reunion.

Check out the tentative schedule.
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